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Abstract: With the arrival of the 5G era, the publishing industry has ushered in unprecedented changes. The industry is continuously

deconstructed and reshaped within the impact of the Internet wave. In the current era, grasping the advantages of the Internet and

leveraging digital media are new opportunities to promote the high-quality development of the publishing industry. In this study, a

literature visualization analysis of 4365 research papers on digital publishing from 2010-2022 is conducted by drawing a knowledge

map. The purpose of this study is to systematically understand the development history and academic theoretical system of the digital

publishing industry and to analyze the internal logic between multiple disciplines and theories vertically.
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Introduction
The Internet, digital media, mobile, and artificial intelligence are all powerful driving forces for the development of China's

digital publishing industry, and the academic community has launched a large number of studies on the development laws, internal

logic, and integration development methods of the digital publishing industry. This study visualizes 4365 papers from 2010 to 2022 by

means of literature visualization to show the characteristics of multiple transformations of research hotspots in the past ten years. It is

hoped that this will deepen the understanding of the theoretical system of diversity in digital publishing and lay the foundation for

further promoting digital publishing-related research in the future.

1. Research Design

1.1 Data source
The China Knowledge Network database (CNKI) was selected for this study. To ensure the authority of the data source, the

journal type was therefore selected as CSSCI (Chinese Social Sciences Citation Index), and the search criteria were set in the CNKI

database: (TS=(digital publication) OR TI=(digital publication) AND ((yearBetween ('2010', '2022')) AND (CSSCI journals='Y')). A

total of 4630 documents were retrieved, and after manual screening of each document, 265 papers such as information, conference

announcements, duplicate documents, and unrelated topics were excluded, and a total of 4365 documents were retained as data

analysis texts.

1.2 Research Methodology
This study summarizes the evolution trend of annual publication volume, industry development trend, main theoretical systems,

characteristics of research hotspot transformation, and main interdisciplinary disciplines involved in China's digital publishing industry

from 2010 to 2022 by drawing a knowledge map. Knowledge mapping refers to the study of a certain knowledge field as the research

object, and shows the image of the development process and structural relationship of knowledge in the field through data analysis and
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literature analysis. [1] The study uses Citespace visualization and analysis software to visualize the literature selected in the field of

digital publishing. Citespace software is currently one of the mainstream tools for knowledge mapping and visualization and analysis,

which can observe the development of a field efficiently and accurately. [2] This multifaceted and dynamic analysis is more appropriate

for the field of digital publishing, which is currently being given high priority.

1.3 Analysis process
Firstly, the selected 4365 analyzed texts were pre-processed by exporting the literature in Refworks format from the China

Knowledge Network database and then formatted by Citespace, so that the data could be effectively recognized by the software in the

analysis process. Secondly, the time slice is selected as 1 during the analysis, so that the research content of each year can be

systematically sorted out and its transformation characteristics can be observed as a whole. The g-index algorithm is selected as the

data selection criterion to filter the text and ensure the objectivity of the research results. Based on this, a cluster analysis is conducted

to carefully observe and interpret the research flow and evolution trends.

2. Research results

Table 1: Keyword clustering and log-likelihood rate

A total of nine clusters were obtained by plotting keyword co-occurrence mapping and keyword timeline mapping, in the order of

#0 digital publishing, #1 publishing industry, #2 convergence development, #3 scientific and technical journals, #4 academic journals,

#5 talent cultivation, #6 publishing industry, #7 copyright protection, #8 media convergence, and #9 publishing groups.(Table 1) When

conducting such analysis, two main indicators, Modularity Q and Weighted Mean Silhouette, are used to judge the clustering analysis

results, Q>0.3 means significant knowledge mapping structure; S>0.7 indicates credible clustering. [3] In this study, Modularity

Q=0.355 and Weighted Mean Silhouette=0.727. The value of the log-likelihood rate directly indicates the representativeness of the
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keyword, and the larger the value represents the larger the formation of the node. A large number of nodes were formed during the

period 2010-2022, indicating the current diversified development of the digital publishing industry. The modern digital publishing

industry is destined to be a comprehensive and innovative industry, and the digital publishing field needs not only the business

capacity of the traditional publishing industry, but also the development of open and innovative digital business. According to the

results of visual analysis, the main nodes formed are "digital reading, electronic publishing, all-media, self-publishing, new media

operation, short video According to the results of the visual analysis, the main nodes are "digital reading, electronic publishing,

all-media, self-publishing, new media operation, short video", etc. The basic conditions for the development of such businesses have

also been studied empirically, and the main nodes are "copyright protection, personnel training, research institute, thematic publishing,

resource construction, digitalization".Specifically, the clustering of "#1-#8" is summarized as follows, except for the "#0 digital

publishing" node, which is significantly larger than the other nodes as a search term.

"#1 publishing industry, #6 publications, #9 publishing groups": for promoting the high-quality development of the publishing

industry in the 21st century, Internet technology, big data, artificial intelligence and other emerging technologies are essential

conditions. According to the current competition in China's domestic publishing industry and the international form of development of

the publishing industry industry, competition tends to be fierce, and the intrinsic restructuring of the publishing industry, operation

methods, and cross-regional development are facing challenges, but China's Internet economic environment and policy support make

the publishing industry has the support of force.[4]

"#2 Convergence development" and "#8 Media convergence": the largest number of nodes and continuity are formed in this

cluster, which includes "marketing, publishing model, development model, publishing and distribution ". For the global publishing and

media industry, with the arrival of the 5G era, media convergence will be an inevitable trend for all media enterprises in the world, and

accelerating the convergence and development of digital publishing and traditional publishing industry is a major issue facing China at

present.[5]

"#3 scientific journals" and "#4 academic journals": among these two clusters, "traditional publishing, new media, profitability,

and digitalization" are the most important nodes. This indicates that with the change of readers' reading habits and the reform of digital

media technology, science and technology journals and academic journals are also facing digital transformation, covering publication

forms, dissemination methods, and reading methods. Relying on the Internet, traditional journals can obtain faster dissemination speed,

wider dissemination range, and higher profitability after digital transformation.[6]

"#5 Talent Cultivation": The services of digital publishing industry have changed significantly compared to traditional publishing

industry. For the training of digital publishing talents need to pay attention to the following aspects, firstly, the service form of digital

publishing industry produces changes, content carrier transformation, practitioners need to understand in detail the operation rules of

digital platform and digital media technology; secondly, with the diversification of service objects, Internet service tends to develop

personalized service solutions for users, practitioners need to master and understand user thinking orientation; finally, publishing

Finally, publishing resources determine the development prospects of the digital publishing industry, and practitioners need to have a

keen sense of the industry's development direction.

3. Conclusion
At present, the number of studies on China's digital publishing industry is gradually decreasing, but the development of relevant

theoretical systems tends to be concentrated. In the coming years, it is necessary to continuously improve the ethics and regulations of

digital publishing, accelerate the training of talents in the direction of digital publishing, promote the content integration of digital

publishing industry and traditional publishing industry with the advantage of cross-disciplinary development, and produce more

high-quality services to guarantee the high-quality development of digital publishing industry.
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4. Research limitations
The analysis of Citespace software is based on java environment, which is limited by software version iteration and algorithm,

and may have a slight gap with the real situation. In addition, for the sake of the authority of the data output, the analysis texts used in

this study are all from the Chinese Social Sciences Citation Index, and the sample size source is relatively small.
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